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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the determinant of the sum of a positive definite hermitian matrix 
and a skew-hennitian matrix, with eigenvalues aj and i yj, j = 1,. . . , n, respectively, is 
contained in the convex hull of the points 
n 
II ("j + iYo(j) 1. UES”. 
j-l 
As usual S,, denotes the symmetric group of degree n.. This result proves, in a 
particular case, a conjecture of G. N. de Oliveira on determinants. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let %,, be the group of the n X n unitary matrices. Let A and B be 
normal n X n matrices with eigenvalues al,. . ., a, and pl,. . . , /I,, respec- 
tively. Consider the set 
A,(A)= {z=~~~(A+UBU*):UE%,}, (1.1) 
which is obviously compact and connected. 
It can be easily seen that the n! points (not necessarily distinct) 
(1.2) 
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where u E S,, S, the symmetric group of degree n, belong to A,( A). In the 
sequel these points wiII be called u-points. 
In [4] G. N. de Ohveira conjectured that 
A,(A)~CO{Z,:UES,}, (1.3) 
where Co{ } denotes the convex huIl of { }. This conjecture was proved in 
the following cases: 
(i) When n = 2. 
(ii) When A or B has only two distinct eigenvalues, one of them simple. 
(For (i) and (ii) see e.g. [l].) 
(iii) When A and B are both hermitian. This result is due to Fiedler [2]. 
Let A and B be n x n hermitian and skew-hermitian matrices, respec- 
tively. Assume that A is positive definite with distinct eigenvalues. Our 
purpose is to establish the validity of G. N. de Ohveira’s conjecture for A and 
B in this particular case. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that A = diag(cu,, . . . , a,), 
cY1> .* . > a, > 0, and B = iC = i diag(yi, . . . , y,), yi E R, since (1.1) is in- 
variant under unitary similarities of A or B. 
For the sake of simplicity we denote UCU* by C, and det(A + iC,) by 
zc,. If X and Y are two n X n matrices, [X, Y] denotes their commutator, i.e., 
[X, Y] = XY - YX. 
II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In order to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 the following lemma is needed: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a fixed hermitian matrix and zC, # 0. Then, for 
any E sufficiently small in modulus, 
det( A + ieieSCc,e-i’S) = det(A + iC,) 
+ itr((A + iC,) -Lie[S,iC,](A+iC,)-‘ie[S,A]) 
+:(tr((A+iC,:)-1i~[S,iCr1]})2) 
+ 0(E3). (2.1) 
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Proof. Let S be an n x 72 hermitian matrix and E a real number. Having 
in mind that the unitary matrix 
e iEs = I+ isS _ L&j2 + . . . 2 
some simple computations lead to the following expansion: 
det( A + iei’sC,,e-i’s) = det( A + iC,,) 
X l+ietr([S,iC,,](A+iCr~))‘) 
i 
+ is’tr( ([S,iC,](A + iC,.))1)2) 
-~~~(tr([S,iCt~](A+iC~,))~))~ 
-~.s2tr([S,[S,iC~J]](A+iC,i,-‘)j 
+ O(E3). 
Since 
tr([S,[S,iCI7]](A+iCU)-1)=tr((A+iC,)-1[S,[S,iC,]]) 
=tr([(A+iC,))‘,S][S,iC,,]) 
and 
one finally obtains (2.1). n 
DEFINITION~.~. We recall that a supporting line of A&A) is a line such 
that: 
(i) A&A) is contained in one of the half planes it defines. 
(ii) It intersects Ah,,(A) at least at one point. 
Throughout, 3E”, denotes the real vector space of the R X n hermitian 
matrices. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let zU = det( A + iC[,) # 0 lie on a supporting line of 
A,,( A) perpendicular to the direction e”+. Let \k = arg(z,,) and 6 = 9 - 9. 
Then 
[ ( A, A+iC,))‘eie+(A-iC,,))lePie] =O. 
Proof. If we rotate A&A) by an angle - 9, the supporting line 
perpendicular to the direction e’+ becomes parallel to the YY axis and 
Re{ e-‘@ det( A + iei’sC,e-i’s)} is stationary for E = 0, that is, 
$ [Re{ e-‘+det(A + iei%,,ep’LS)}] e=O = 0 VS E x. (2.2) 
Haying in mind that zo = Iz,71eiq, ( z~,J # 0, from the expansion (2.1) we 
obtain 
tr((A+iC,,))‘[S,C,,]) eie- tr((A-iC,,)-l[S,Clr]) eP”=O. 
Using the well-known properties of the trace, it follows that 
tr(SIC,,(A+iC,,)~leiB-(A-iC,:))‘e~io])=O vs E Xn 
and so 
[ ( C,, A+iC,))‘e’B-(A-iC,,))‘ePiB] =O. 
Thus 
[ ( A, A + iC,) -‘eie + (A - iCci) ‘emi”] = 0. n (2.3) 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf zU + 0 lies on a supporting line of Aic( A), either zZr is 
a u-point or zo belongs to a regular curve contained in Aic(A) having zero 
curnature at zU. 
Proof. Consider that zu lies on a supporting line of A&A) perpendicu- 
lar to ei+. Let 
X = A-‘/zC 
Ll 
A-‘/2 
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From (2.3) we have 
[ ( A, Z+iX) ‘e’e+(z-iX)-le-‘e] =o, 
Lvhere H has been defined in the previous theorem. 
Since A is a diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues, then the matrix 
(Z+iX) mle’e+(Z-iX)-‘em’e 
is also diagonal. Let X ,, . , XI be the distinct eigenvalues of this matrix, with 
nnlltiplicities n 1,. . . , n,., respectively. Hence 
P~(Z+iX)~Leie+(Z-jX)~le~ie}Pl‘=~IZ,,~ . . . @A 1 r II,, 
where P is a convenient permutation matrix and I,, is the identity matrix of 
size !I,. Therefore 
, 
PXPT= x,63 . . . &3x,, x, E Xl,? 
and so 
PC(.P“= c,cB . . . cBc,-, c, E 3,. (2.4) 
Let PAP7‘=diag(a,(,,,...,a,,,,,)= A,@ ... @A,, where AI;g 3$,. 
If all the blocks Cj in (2.4) have size 1, then z(. is obviously a u-point. If 
Z ( is not a u-point, then at least one of the C,‘s on the right hand side of 
(2.4), say Ci, has dimension greater than 1 and does not commute with A,. 
Under these circumstances it will be shown (Lemma 2.2) that the curve 
Z(E) = det( A + ie”‘C,.emi’“), (2.5) 
which is contained in a ,(.( A) and passes through u’(;, has, for a certain 
hermitian matrix S, in an appropriate coordinate system, the following 
parametric equations: 
X(E) = h:$ + 0( 2) 
y(&)=k,&+0(2), k, z 0. (2.6) 
hloreover, X( E) and y(e) are analytic functions. Let us for the moment accept 
these facts, whose proof is rather lengthy. 
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Since k, # 0, y(s) is a strictly monotonic function in a certain neighbor- 
hood of the origin and so invertible. Thus the equation of the curve in (2.6) 
may be written in the form 
x = g(y). 
Thus, 
g”(0) = ; )Y” &!I. = b:. !$!!#l= lim X0 = 0. 
Y2 
. 
E F--‘O Y2(&) 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf zu # 0 lies on a supporting line of A,<:( A) perpendicular 
to e’@ and zu is not a u-point, then there exists S E -ri”, such that X(E) = 
Re(e-‘@{ z(e)- z(O)}) 
by (2.5) satisfy (2.6). 
and Y(E) = Im(ePiG{ Z(E) - z(O)}),‘where Z(E) is given 
Proof. In general T(E) and y(e) are of the form 
X(E) = hle + h2E2 + h,E3 + . . . , (2.7) 
Y(E) = klE + k2E2 + k3E3 + . . . , (2.8) 
since x(0) = y(0) = 0. From (2.2) it follows that h, = 0. In the sequel we show 
that S may be chosen such that h, = 0 and k, z 0. 
From the proof of the previous theorem it follows that at least one of the 
blocks Cj in (2.4) is of dimension greater than one and does not commute 
with A j. For simplicity, let us assume that C,, n, X n,, is such a block. Let 
where P is the same permutation matrix considered in the proof of Theorem 
2.1. Let 
s = PT(S,@Z,_,,)P, s, E x, 
X, = A; ‘/2C,A ; 112 
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We introduce the simplifying notation z + Z = z + cc. (i.e., C.C. denotes 
the complex conjugate of the preceding expression), which is very advanta- 
geous due to the complexity of the formulae in the sequel. 
Using (2.1), we obtain 
ha=( - a/z,,ltri(Z~,+iX,)A,1/“[S,,C,1A,’/2 
x(Z,,+~X,)-~A;‘/~[S~,A~]A;~‘~ e”+c.c. 
> 
(recall that 8 = \k - up). 
We proceed now to the computation of h,. For convenience we introduce 
the basis of the eigenvectors of Xi. 
First we observe that X, satisfies the equation 
or 
XlX,2+2sin8X,+(Xl-2cos0)Z,,=O. 
Therefore Xl has at most two distinct eigenvalues. If it has only one, then Xl 
is a scalar matrix, Cl = A’,/2X,A:/2 is diagonal, and so [C,, A,] = 0, which 
contradicts the hypothesis that [Cl, A,] f 0. Thus X, has exactly two distinct 
eigenvalues, say t1 and t2. It may be easily proved that 
(1+i$(l+il,) = (l-ii:);:-iti). 
Let 
where 
and 
(2.9) 
TJp+l= ..* =q,,= 5 2. 
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Suppose that 
and 
Then 
. i( 
eie ,-is 
= 
- $ld 
(1+ i&)2 - (1 - kg2 I 
x C (A;“~&, A,]A;‘/~~ “1’ % 1 
“,,Pl 
X(A;“2[S,,C,]A,“2~,,,~“,) 
i 
i0 _ i.9 
+ (1 :is1)” - (1” it,)2 1 
x c (A;“2[S1, A ]A;1’2~,,2,~p2) 
%.B2 
(2.10) 
since, hating in mind (2.9), the summations Cv,,+ and Le,P, vanish. 
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Let T = A- ‘/a!? A- ‘/’ Then we have 1 11 * 
( A;~/~[s~,cJ A;%,,, UJ = ( A;~/~s~A:/~x~~,,, UP,) 
- ( x,A~/~sA;~/~~,,, U,,) 
= 5m All%l, up,). (2.11) 
Similarly, we may conclude that 
(A;“2[S~,C11A;1’2~,2,upZ)=52([T, A~]u,~,u~~). (2.12) 
From (2.10) (2.11) and (2.12) and observing that [iT, A,] E Xn,, it follows 
that 
(2.13) 
We introduce the following additional notation: 
(2.14) 
Al= c I([T>41~,,>~,,)~2, (2.15) 
&2= c I([TJlbuP.~Bp)12. 
(2.16) 
Substitute (2.14) (2.15) and (2.16) in (2.13). Then some easy computations 
yield 
(2.17) 
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We have 
= 
lZ”l =- 
4 
IZUl =- 
4 
[B 4: 
(1-t it,)2 
.S?~eie + 
(I+ it2j2 
g2eiB 
2 
+ (1 + $g2+ g,> 37@2@ +c.c. 
I 
Now we show that it is possible to choose T such that -01, = SZ?~ = - 9; 
_ .G?i = .G?1.G32 # 0. This ensures that h, = 0, as may be easily seen. 
In fact, there exists V, E %,,, such that 
(i) V1e, = uy, wh ere { e, } :L 1 is the standard basis of Q: “1; 
(ii) V1*XIV1 = 51Z,@521n,. _g 
4, 
(iii) V:A,V, = [aj,,];l = 
0 
RT 
0 
GP 
0 
RI 
0 . 
d,,,, 
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Since by our assumption [A,, C,] f 0, there exists, in R,, a nonzero entry, say 
a Po”0’ pLo < p, v0 > p. Consider the hermitian matrix (n, x n,) VTTV,, whose 
entries are all zero with the exception of $“,,, tYoP,, (tYnPcr = t,,,,,), and more- 
over 
It is a simple exercise to prove that 
Thus h, = 0. 
On the other hand 
k,= - iz,,Kietr((I,,,+ iX,)~1A,1i2[S,,C,IA,1/z) 
. = - az,,e C(1+i51)-151([T.A,lu,,,u,1) 
“1 
3. ON G. N. DE OLIVEIRA’S CONJECTURE 
In order to prove our main result, the following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 3.1 (see e.g. [3], [5]). Let S be a nonempty compact subset of a 
complete real inner product space. Then the closed convex hull of S is the 
intersection of all the closed balls that contain S. 
THEOREM 3.1. If A and C are hermitian matrices, n X n, with eigenval- 
ues a,,. . . , an, yl,. . . , y,, respectively, and the ai’s, j = 1,. . . , n, are positive 
and distinct real numbers, then 
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Proof. We shall show that zU = det( A + iCr,) belongs to every closed 
disk that contains the u-points. Then, by the previous lemma, the theorem 
follows. 
Consider an arbitrary complex number w, fixed. We shall prove that if 
IZU - w( is maximum, then zu is a u-point. Indeed, zu belongs to A& A) 
because this set is compact. Moreover, zo obviously lies on a supporting line. 
Then either zci is a u-point or by Theorem 2.2 there exists a curve contained 
in Aic( A) with zero curvature at zU. This last hypothesis is impossible 
because the boundary of the disk centered at w and of radius lzc, - w 1 has 
nonzero curvature at z c,. H 
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